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MATCH KNOWLEDGE TEST 
 
Directions: Read each question and circle the correct answer. There is only one correct answer 
for each question.  If you need help, ask your coach or another person giving the test. 
 
1.   It is important to talk softly, with few facial expressions, when you speak to a group.  

True    False 
 
2.  What is the best way to prepare for a talk in front of an audience?   

a)  1) Practice speaking, 2) conduct research on a topic, and 3) choose an interesting topic 
b)  1) Organize a talk, 2) conduct research on a topic, and 3) decide on the purpose of the talk 
c)  1) Choose an interesting topic, 2) conduct research on the topic, and 3) write a plan 

 
3.  Which of the following can provide additional information to your audience during a talk? 

a)  Soft music playing in the background 
b)  Practice sessions with others at First Serve 
c)  A poster with pictures and examples related to your talk 

 
4.  A good speech has an introduction, focuses on a few main points, and has a distinct ending. 

 True    False 
 

5.  Good decisions are usually based on the exploration of: 

a)  Several choices for responding in a situation and the consequences of each response  
b)  The way your friends want you to respond, so you can show positive peer pressure  
c)  How to avoid a negative behavior by only thinking about one choice  

 
6.   Good decisions focus on what is best for me, without considering my friends and family. 

 True    False 
 

7.   I make choices every day of my life that can help me achieve and reach my goals. 

True    False 
 

8.   The S.E.T. routine for making good decisions means? 

a)  Sit down, Explain your side of the story, Talk to your friends 
b)  Stay calm, Explain good behavior, Talk to your parents 
c)  Stay calm, Explore choices, Try a positive solution 
 

9.  Personal goals help you achieve things because they: 

a)  Give you direction and help you pay attention 
b)  Force coaches and teachers to pay attention to you 
c)  Make your friends and family like you more 
 

10.  A wish and a goal are the same thing. 

True    False 
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11. Which of the following best defines a SMART Goal? 

a)  Special, Meaningful, Active, Reasonable, Timely 
b)  Specific, Mental, Active, Real, Timely 
c)  Specific, Meaningful, Achievable, Realistic, Timely  
 

12. Why should you identify smaller steps for an important personal goal? 

a)  Smaller steps prevent you from failing 
b)  Achieving goals usually involves learning and practicing many skills  
c)  People helping you understand smaller steps better than long-term goals 
 

13.  A goal ladder helps you focus on learning skills and evaluating progress towards a goal. 

 True    False 
 

14.  It is important to set goals for school, sports, and other areas in my life.  

 True    False 

15. When overcoming challenges to a goal, I should act on: 

a)  What my parents and teachers want me to do 
b)  Everything I do not like  
c)  Things I can change that are under my control 
 

16.  Overcoming challenges to a goal usually involves: 

a)   Setting a new goal and asking for help from an adult 
b)   Exploring different choices or actions that help me overcome the challenge 
c)    Ignoring the challenge and keep trying   
 

17. The S.E.T. routine for making good decisions should not be used to deal with peer pressure. 

 True    False  

18. When I help other kids, I sharpen my own skills and gain respect. 

True    False  

19. What kind of person should you have in your personal “Circle of Service?” 

a)  Someone who will always say you are doing the right thing 
b)  Someone who knows about you and has your best interest in mind 
c)  Someone who is good at tennis, even if you do not know them very well 
 

20.  What types of people can you usually go to for help?  

a)  Teachers, First Serve teammates, coaches, parents  
b)  Young children and workers in the neighborhood 
c)  Any other kid or adult near my home or school 
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MATCH SKILL DEMONSTRATION 
 
Directions:  Administer this skill demonstration individually with each participant. They should 
be familiar with performing the skills as the participants have practiced them many times. 
Questions should be clear and direct as indicated. Additional prompting and clarification is 
permitted—as long as you do not show a participant the target response or behavior.  
  

 
Question to Prompt Behavior 

Score 

0 1 2 

1. Demonstrate two behaviors that make a good impression when you speak in 
front of others. Also, demonstrate two behaviors that may leave a negative 
impression. (1 point = one correct example of each, 2 points = two correct 
examples of each.) 

   

2. Describe the steps you should take when preparing a short talk for an 
audience. (1 point = two correct steps, 2 points = three or more correct 
steps.) (Topic, purpose, audience, research, plan and write, practice.) 

   

3. Describe a situation where making a positive decision was important to you 
(peer pressure, conflict resolution, achieving goals, controlling anger, etc.) 
Now describe/demonstrate a few choices for responding and the likely 
consequences of each choice. (1 point = one example situation, 2 points = 
description of two or more reasonable choices in the example situation.) 

   

4. What is a SMART goal? Tell me what the letters mean. (1 point = three 
elements correct, 2 points = four or five elements.) 

   

5. Give me an example of a SMART goal related to school. Give participants 
a few minutes to retrieve one from the Playbook or write one down. (1 point 
= correct example with three elements, 2 points = four or five elements.) 

   

6. Specify several smaller practice steps that can help you achieve the goal you 
just presented. Prompt with the goal ladder term, if it helps. (1 point = two 
reasonable steps, 2 points = three or more steps.) 

   

7. Explain some challenges or barriers you might face when trying to reach 
this goal. (1 point = one correct example of a challenge, 2 points = two 
examples of reasonable challenges.) 

   

8. How can you overcome challenges to your goal? What routine can you use?  
Can you demonstrate this routine for me? (1 point = correct identification of 
S.E.T., 2 points = example of using S.E.T. to overcome a challenge.) 

   

9. Name several people who can help you with your tennis. (1 point = two 
people named, 2 points = more than three reasonable examples of helpers.) 

   

10. Give a few examples of how you can help other kids at First Serve, and how 
you can help other kids at school. (1 point = one correct example of help at 
First Serve and school, 2 points = two examples of each.) 

   

Total Score (20 possible)  
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MATCH GRADUATION CHALLENGE SUMMARY 

 

  

Chapter: Date: 

Name: Grade:                   Age: 

Participation 

Playbook: All Playbook activities are complete. Playbook 
has been reviewed and signed by the First Serve Life 
Skills Coach. 

 

Yes                  No 

First Serve Reporting: Participant has been entered in 
the First Serve monthly reporting since beginning the 
program. 

 

Yes                  No 

Skill Knowledge 

Knowledge Test: Scored 15 or better on the objective 
knowledge test.  Can be taken more than once. 

Score: 

Skill Demonstration: Scored 15 or better on the skill 
demonstration. Can be taken more than once. 

Score: 

Skill Application 

Application Using MyServe: All MyServe activities and 
corresponding Playbook assignments are complete. The 
participant can describe how they applied the life skills in 
these activities. 

 

Yes                  No 

 

*I certify that the above named First Serve participant has met all requirements to graduate from 
the Match Level. 

 

___________________________      ____________________________     ________________ 

Coach Name (Print)                            Coach Signature                                    Date                    

 

 

 


